USS Delphyne 9907.19


Nicke_AGM:
<><><><><><><><><RESUME MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><

CO_Grant:
::on the bridge::

JohanPax:
:::on the bridge, at the engineering console::::

JohanPax:
CO:Sir, that EMP wave is ready whenever you need it

OpsHansen:
::On bridge at ops station::

CTO_Psion:
::At cargo bay 1 overseeing Black Boxes and tags on hand::

FCO_Wall:
@::just beamed to the surface, with AT walking to greet the leaders of Primadorn::

CO_Grant:
OPSHansen: DO we have acknowledgement that the training teams have received the blackbox?

LtJg_Cray:
@ :: On planet's surface::

OpsHansen:
CO: Aye sir, the boxes were sent down five minutes ago.

EOPax:
:::makes a few minor adjustments to the wave emmiter:::

CO_Grant:
OPS: acknowledged

CSOPoulos:
::standing next to Pax at the Eng station...::

LtJg_Cray:
@ Comm: Delphyne:  Away team Delta reporting all is well.

CO_Grant:
OPS: send the other shuttle with 2nd blackbox to Mr.Wall upon his signal

CTO_Psion:
CO:  All is in proper preparation sir.  We have your "Black Boxes" ready and awaiting beam out.

EOPax:
:::Looks over at the CSO:::How do these adjustments look for the EMP wave?

CO_Grant:
CTO: acknowledged

FCO_Wall:
@Comm: delphyne: we have arrived on Primadorn safely awaiting greeting by the Primadorn leaders

OpsHansen:
CO: Aye sir. :;Monitors comm signals::

CSOPoulos:
::looks at them.:: EO: hmmm...  slightly changes one part... there... try this...

OpsHansen:
CO: Message from Mr. Wall, he and his team are preparing to meet with the planetary leaders.

LtJg_Cray:
@  Sec. Team Delta: All right men, we are to instruct the local officials in the use of the new weaponry.

EOPax:
:::looks at the adjustments:::

CO_Grant:
OPS: acknowledged

CTO_Psion:
SCI: Any significant readings on either planets Mr. Poulos?

CO_Grant:
OPS: send the shuttle on its way to Wall

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the planetary leaders begin coming from the admin building to meet the away team

EOPax:
CSO:It's a good thing you caught that...

OpsHansen:
CO: Aye aye sir.

CSOPoulos:
EO: thanks...

FCO_Wall:
@::walks with the AT in tow looking around, then spots leaders coming out from one of the buildings::

CO_Grant:
:: notes on his panel a transfer order carried by shuttle that brought Lefler::

OpsHansen:
::Sends launch commands to shuttle crew::

EOPax:
CO:Sir, EMP wave is awaiting, awaiting your command ....

CO_Grant:
PAX: hopefully we won't have to use it

LtJg_Cray:
@  ::Walks up to officials awaiting them::


Nicke_AGM:
@ACTION: the leaders extend their hand and greet the away team happily

CSOPoulos:
CTO: non so far...

Prima:
@::extends his hand to the away team::

CTO_Psion:
CSO:  Thank you Mr. Poulos.

CTO_Psion:
::Continues reading weaponry::

FCO_Wall:
@ Leaders: ::extends hand:: I am Lt. Cmdr Bernie Wall of the USS Delphyne ::smiles::

EOPax:
:::takes the chance to access AdmBrook's mental history, looking again to see if there's anything useful:::


Prima:
@::stands at full attention and looks the away team over:: WALL: Glad to meet you ::stern look ::

EOPax:
::::changes to the Admiral's health record::::

EOPax:
self:hmmm

CO_Grant:
::observes shuttle on moniter make an impressive landing behind Mr.Wall::

CSOPoulos:
Pax: I think we should get to work on these ::has fingers form quotes::  ""black boxes"  ?

Prima:
::points to an aid to get the groups in line and move them into the training area::

EOPax:
self:Admiral Brook is prone to becomming stresful very easily....

FCO_Wall:
@Prima: I know you have already talked to Admiral Brooks, but we have discovered something wrong we should talk

EOPax:
self:And has a small history of emotional breakdowns....

LtJg_Cray:
@  Cyasta Officials:  Greetings from the Delphyne.

EOPax:
:::smiles:::CO:Sir, i have something on Admiral Brook you might wanna see...

Prima:
@::Looks over at Wall:: Wall: Oh? ::gestures to teh aid to move the rest in while he moves Wall over to the side:: Wall: Yes what is it?

EOPax:
CSO:One moment

CSOPoulos:
::shrugs shoulders and pops up a second screen with info on the Admrial::

CTO_Psion:
Cargo Bay Crew:  Insure that all weaponry is rendered ineffective.

FCO_Wall:
@Prima: the Admiral is not following our general order no 1 rule, my Capt has a plan to allow the peace process to move forward, im afraid if the Admiral had suceeded it would have been more fatal between your two worlds

EOPax:
:::continues reading up on AdmBrook, then transfers the data to a PADD::::

Prima:
@Wall: And why has your captain not come to me himself? ::wonders if thsi is trickery of some sort::

LtJg_Cray:
::Meets the congregation of young idealistic Cyastans and begins to shake hands with a few::

FCO_Wall:
@::secretly motions to his AT to greet and tag about 30 people in friendly way::

EOPax:
CSO:Ok, now that i have what I need on good ole Brook, we can finish up those "black boxes"


Prima:
Wall: I am waiting for an answer.. who are you motioning to? ::looks in the direction::

LtJg_Cray:
@ Cyastans:  It is a pleasure to meet with you individuals.  I do hope this meeting is as productive as you had hoped for.

FCO_Wall:
@Prima: It is procedures and regulations that the Capt remain on the bridge.

CSOPoulos:
Pax: we should do this in ME.. what do you think?

FCO_Wall:
@Prima: of our starships

CO_Grant:
@:: XO Krel is leading ADM on meaningless tour of obselete fortifications  on Cyasta CORE::

EOPax:
CSO:I agree

Prima:
@Wall: so with this information I am to do what? ::raises and eyebrow at the young man::

CSOPoulos:
Pax: follow me..:: heads for TL::

EOPax:
CO:Sir, I havee information on Admiral Brook, i'll let you see that when we get back, the CSO and I are heading for Main engineering to complete:::makes quotes:::The black boxes

CO_Grant:
PAX: pschological info on ADM Brooks?

FCO_Wall:
@Prima: no we have developed this black box weaponary as a caution, we suggest to not use this unless absolutly necassary ::looking very serious and sincere::

EOPax:
CO:::::smiles:::Aye sir...

LtJg_Cray:
<Cyastans>  Thank you for your timely arrival.  I am afraid our group is a weary lot.  Will you show us what the Admiral had prepared for our people?

Prima:
@:what is in the black box? ::looks very interested::

FCO_Wall:
@::breifly looks to check on his AT progress::

CTO_Psion:
OPS:  Mr. Hansen, are all necessary arrangements to your satisfaction for the equipping of the "Black Boxes"?

FCO_Wall:
@Prima: I cant speculate now but we will later, it is something to help bring the peace process forward, isnt that what you want?

CO_Grant:
*TR1chief*: have transporter on standby take on guests from Miradorn

OpsHansen:
CTO: Oh, umm, yes sir I believe so.

CO_Grant:
<trchief>:*CO*: aye aye sir

Prima:
@::stands tall: Wall: Formost in our hearts is peace.. but you speak of a black box as if it were.. hte answer.. what is it.. that is my question to you!

EOPax:
::::stands near the engineering console:::::

FCO_Wall:
@Prima: ah its a an ancient ritual tradition from a old culture the lights you see from the box are sopposed to bring peace, happiness to all.

CO_Grant:
:: waits on bridge for MR.wall to send the signal to beam up guests::

LtJg_Cray:
@ Cyastans:  Then this way.  ::Moves over to the secret weapon::

Prima:
@Wall: Oh.. ::wonders about the sanity of the federation:: Wall: so are we to open it? To bring peace?

CTO_Psion:
CO:  My duties are completed here.  I shall now report to the bridge.

LtJg_Cray:
@  Cyastans:  What we have here is an advanced weapon designed to syncronize with your own weaponry and enhance it's energy output.

CO_Grant:
*psion*: We will see you when you get here

CSOPoulos:
::double checks setting for emp wave::

Prima:
@::waits for an answer while the young man looks thoughtful::

FCO_Wall:
@Prima: ::hands him PADD containing info on the usage of the box, from the cultural database::


LtJg_Cray:
@  Cyastans:  If used appropriately enough, I can effect tremendous destruction on the opposition.

CTO_Psion:
::Leaves cargo bay::

Prima:
@::takes the Padd and sees it is full of tech spec's:; Wall: I will have my advisors go over these with percision.. may I have the box?

EOPax:
CO:Sir, with permission i'll head to TR1 and man the controls

CO_Grant:
COMM:Wall: WE need to finish up soon

FCO_Wall:
@Prima: of course ::hands the box over::

CO_Grant:
PAX: That would be good , keep our guests on ice

EOPax:
:::nods then heads for the turbolift::::

EOPax:
:::enters then states where he wants to go, and is on his way:::

Prima:
@::takes the box: Wall: you never said if we were to open it or wait.. is it like that fabel of old lore.. jaspeans box.. where deamoms come out when opened?

LtJg_Cray:
@ Cyastans:  Every individual that would hope to use this weapon must have appropriate security clearance.  This is acheived by these micro-tags which I will disperse among you.

EOPax:
:::exits the TL, entering the transporter room, stepping upto the controls:::::

LtJg_Cray:
@ ::Begins tagging more of the crowd::

CTO_Psion:
::Arrives at the bridge::

EOPax:
*CO*I'm at the transporter controls now sir, awaiting orders

FCO_Wall:
@::notices the AT has finished and is returning beside him::

CTO_Psion:
::Moves to tactical station::

FCO_Wall:
@Prima: you open when you are ready to progress for peace

Prima:
@Wall: we are ready now.. ::thinks about gathering the troops for a celebration and an opening of the box::

LtJg_Cray:
@ Comm: CO:  Captain, all nearing accomplishment on Cyasta Prime.  The locals are satisfied with their gift and now await the possibility of a meeting with the Miradorn.

FCO_Wall:
@Prima: good, you have to excuse me while I contact my CO of the news

CO_Grant:
COMM:CRAY: acknowledged, begin recovery of adm supplies

LtJg_Cray:
@ Comm: CO:  Yes sir/

Prima:
@::watches the young man depart..as he holds the box.. what is he to do now he wonders::

EOPax:
::::begins to sing in the TR:::: Someone's in the kitchen with Dina....someones in the kitchen i know....

FCO_Wall:
@::walks over to a secluded area:: COMM: Delphyne ready here sorry it wasnt easy convince the Miradorn Leaders ::sighs::

CO_Grant:
::observes the shuttle launch from the planet::

CO_Grant:
COMM:Wall: standby for beaming up

LtJg_Cray:
@  ::Gathers all supplies capable of giving the Cyastans an unfair edge::

CO_Grant:
*PAX*: beam up the AT and guests but keep the guests in buffers

FCO_Wall:
@COM: the Miradorn are very persistant race they want to know every detail possible, chuckles

CTO_Psion:
::Scans the Miradorn planet::

FCO_Wall:
@COM: aye my AT is ready ::stands by for beaming::

EOPax (Sound - Beam2.wav):
:::locks onto Wall and his team, and the aliens, beaming them aboard:::

CTO_Psion:
Sci:  Mr. Poulos, do the Miradorn possess any capabilities of blocking our transporter beams?

Prima:
@::takes the box to be examined by more than just himself a proud chest puffs up as he thinks he may have the key to peace in his hands::

CSOPoulos:
::looks at scans::

EOPax:
:::begins seperating their patterns, materlaiziing Wall and his team, but leaving the aliens in the buffers:::

FCO_Wall:
@AT: prepare for beaming

CSOPoulos:
Psion:  if they do there doing a great job of hiding it,  I can't see any thing....

EOPax:
::::reroutes the Aliens patterns into a secondary system::::

FCO_Wall:
::materializes on the transporter padd::

EOPax:
:::looks up at Wall:Welcome back

CO_Grant:
*WALL*: please report to the bridge

EOPax:
*CO*Sir, transport complete, the Aliens are in the buffer

FCO_Wall:
Pax: thanks glad to be back

CO_Grant:
*PAX*: acknowledged

FCO_Wall:
*CO*: aye on my way ::nods to Pax quickly exits TR::

CO_Grant:
COMM: MIradorn: Standby for several guests headed your way but first we have to remove advanced weapons fromCyasta core

EOPax:
::::looks at the TP controls, making sure the patterns are stable::::

FCO_Wall:
::in TL heading toward bridge::

CO_Grant:
fco: take us back to cyasta core

FCO_Wall:
<FCOHunter>: yes sir ::engages full impulse::

FCO_Wall:
::TL stops, steps onto bridge::

CTO_Psion:
*Cray*  Now en route to Cyasta Core.  Prepare yourselves.

FCO_Wall:
::walks over to CO::

CO_Grant:
Wall: I see it went well so far

CO_Grant:
::sees the ship return to Cyasta Core::

FCO_Wall:
CO: sorry it took so long they were very slow to convince ::sighs and luaghs::

CO_Grant:
COMM:CRAY:Stand by to beam up and take your guests

FCO_Wall:
<FCOHunter>: we are entering orbit of Cyasta Core

FCO_Wall:
<CO:>

CO_Grant:
Wall: take your station

CTO_Psion:
@ CO: Yes sir.

LtJg_Cray:
@ CO:  Yes sir.

CO_Grant:
*PAX* beam up the training teams and the recovered weapons reroute the weapons to a secure cargo bay

FCO_Wall:
::motions to Hunter and takes her place at FC station::

EOPax:
*CO*Commencing transport

CO_Grant:
CSO: I hope you set up a suitably impressive light show in case anybody touches the controls of blackboxes

EOPax:
::::beams up the training teams and weapons, rerouting the weapons to cargo bay 3::::

EOPax:
*CO*Transport complete

CO_Grant:
*PAX*: beam up the guests from CYASta core

CSOPoulos:
CO: we will be able to tell if they got in from orbit...  ::grins::

EOPax (Sound - Beam.wav):
::::beams up the Cyasta Core guests:::

CO_Grant:
CSO: acknowledged

EOPax:
*CO*Got em sir

LtJg_Cray:
@ ::Awaiting Delphyne and looks over the rest of the security team::

CO_Grant:
COMM:CYastacore: YOu are probably angry, stand-by for guests from Miradorn.

FCO_Wall:
::maintains orbit::

CO_Grant:
*PAX*: Beam down the guests from miradorn beside black box

LtJg_Cray:
<Cyasta Core>  Comm:  Co Grant:  Ready

EOPax (Sound - Beam2.wav):
initiates transport, beaming the Miradorn down at the coordinates

CO_Grant:
COMM:cyastacore: Keep these guests safe your prized youth is on its way to miradorn

CO_Grant:
COMM:cyastacore: If either planet launches an assault it will hurt these young ambassadors of knowledge

CO_Grant:
COMM:cyastacore: the blackboxes are linked and can enhance all your weapons so I suggest you contact Miradorn and negotiate an end to this war promptly

LtJg_Cray:
<Cyasta Core>  @ ::Astonished:: Comm:  Co Grant:  What is the meaning of this?

CTO_Psion:
::Scans planetary defenses::

FCO_Wall:
::sits monitoring station, smiles at our success::

CO_Grant:
*PAX*: locate ADM,hisaide, and XO the beam them up

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Planetary defenses are unarmed sir.

EOPax:
:::beams up AdmBrook, his lil aid and the XO , beaming them up;:::

CO_Grant:
CTO: acknowledged

CO_Grant:
FCO: return us to miradorn

(server dropped)

<><>><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>><>END MISSION>><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>><
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